
This post lockdown inaugural exhibition exclusively showcased the Casco 
Antiguo collection of paintings by Simon Johns. The show was launched on 
the evening of the 24th July 2021 to a private audience and then opened to 
the public the following day and was kept open, during office hours, for the 
subsequent month.
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The show took place in the heart of the old city, just spitting distance from 
many of  the locations depicted within the work. The venue, the stunning Casa 
Alaman Gallery on Avenida A, San Felipe, had recently been beautifully restored 
and renovated by the by the gallery owners and show sponsors, Inmobiliaria San 
Felipe.

In staging the event, the organisers had to overcome some additional, and not 
inconsiderable, challenges provided by the strict Covid protection measures in 
place at the time in Panama: the guestlist for the private view was restricted to 
just one hundred people, all of whom had to wear masks throughout the event 
and all guests had to have left the gallery by ten o’clock! These restrictions did 
not however dampen the enthusiasm of the attendees who responded positively 
to the show with around half of the pieces being sold at or soon after the show 
with all of the remaining work being sold over the subsequent seven months.



Along with the purchasers, critics and well-wishers it was so nice to welcome 
so many of the subjects of the portraits to the show. It was incredibly moving 
to see their reactions to the paintings as well as the reactions of their family 
members. It was the first time any of them had seen the paintings as they had 
been kept very much under wraps until the show.

Bellow: Chingui, the artist from my street, posed with his portrait, El artista.



Above: Anthony, the former boxer who now parks cars in my street, poses with 
his portrait, El pugilista.

Right: Scott, the former gangster, poses with his portrait, El alcalde, along 
with his son and grandson.



“I would like to thank everyone that helped out with the show, I know it was 
not easy. Making these kinds of events happen is not simple in Panama and the 
Covid restrictions compounded the difficulties. I would especially like to thank 
Anabela Fabriga and her team at Inmobiliaria San Felipe, without the support of 
whom the exhibition would not have happened. Their magnificent efforts prior 
to the show, as well as their tireless enthusiasm during the event, ensured its 
success. Once again, and from the bottom of my heart, thank you”.

- Simon Johns 


